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INTRODUCTION 

There is a claim that elections in America can place those who believe the 
Bible is the word of God in serious peril when the Democrats take both or 
any part of the legislature over. The reality of what has taken place in 
America is more serious than most people know. The Democrat Party in 
America has been infiltrated by socialist-communistic forces.  This places all 1

faiths in serious peril. Unfortunately for Americans, the communists in China 
will bide their time, waiting for the tipping point where all their thievery of 
western technologies will equal or usurp the war-time playing field.  Until 2

then, their deception of “playing nice” will gain them access to leadership in 
the countries they desire to control. In the case of the US, that has taken them 
quite some time. What many American citizens do not know is that they have 

 https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/democrats-socialists-ocasio-cortez/1

  <  https://www.innovationracemovie.com/index >2
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been at this game for a very long time.  There already is infiltration in our 3

country by prosecutors who have been trained by socialists to overturn how 
our governing documents like the Constitution and Bill of Rights work.   The 4

infiltration has gone all the way into our corporations through ideologies the 
socialists are using to overturn our economy.  The final blow is for 5

 “How The Specter of Communism is Ruling Our World.” NTD News, The Epoch Times <  3

https://www.theepochtimes.com/how-the-specter-of-communism-is-ruling-our-world  ><  
https:/ /www.theepocht imes.com/nine-commentar ies-on-the-communist-party-
introduction_3942.html  ><  https://www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/the-dark-origins-of-
communism-the-reign-of-terror-3958502  > I need to place a caveat here. The previous 
footnotes/links are to an organization that has been wiped out in China because of their faith. 
They are a cult of Buddhism. They are an excellent source of reporting, but to those weak in 
their Bible knowledge, their Bible belief and their Bible understanding, the cult Falun Gong may 
seem innocuous. They are if you don’t believe the faith they’re selling. If you choose to follow 
their beliefs, you will be lost for all eternity. Their way is not to salvation. Unfortunately for those 
who don’t know their Bible well enough, they actually do possess great media-news 
information that can help those who do not understand communism/socialism and fascism. It’s 
easy for me to separate their “religious” entrapments from their excellent reporting abilities. 
One of their tenets of faith is truthfulness. Because of that, they can do an excellent job of 
exposing how dangerous it has become for America and how far the infiltration has gone by 
China. So with that caveat in mind, please be careful when you read any of my footnotes from 
them. NTD News is their media outreach, along with the Epoch Times. They also do cooking 
segments and another media site called GanJing World. They will work with Christians and 
other faiths on occasion who also report truth. This is what makes it difficult for those who do 
not know their Bibles to recognize differences. Their reporting is topnotch. But the connection 
to the cult makes it very easy for our own corrupted media groups to assail their reporting. So 
look at it this way: just because their recipes are good, doesn’t mean you want to drop your 
faith to sign on for a great cooking show. If you can separate the reporting from signing on to 
their cult, you will be fine reading the reports. These next links are non-religious with no 
connection to Falun Gong:  <   https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2020/12/31/2020s-big-
winners-bill ionaires-silicon-valley-tech-lords-and-communist-china ><  https://
grantstinchfield.com/episode/what-is-fifth-generation-and-why-you-already-may-be-a-victim-
of-it  ><  https://pjmedia.com/uncategorized/kevindowneyjr/2021/05/27/communists-have-45-
goals-to-take-over-the-u-s-without-firing-a-shot-here-are-the-shocking-goals-they-have-
already-achieved-n1450032  ><  https://thehill.com/opinion/international/541196-china-has-
already-infiltrated-americas-institutions/  > 

 <  https://nypost.com/2022/11/26/these-prosecutors-promised-us-reform-but-delivered-4

chaos-instead  ><  https://www.foxbusiness.com/retail/portland-store-shuts-down-posts-
blistering-note-front-door-slamming-rampant-crime-city-peril  >  You can see in this next post, 
which sells Goebbels’ books, how far the infiltration has gone:  <  https://www.amazon.com/
Joseph-Goebbels-Curt-Riess/dp/1781553238  ><  https://www.independentsentinel.com/wait-
until-you-find-out-about-special-counsel-jack-smith-an-eric-holder-plant  ><  https://
www.extremelyamerican.com/post/drastic/increase-in-non-infectious-diseases-in-military-
explained-as-data-glitch-whistleblower  ><  https://crimeresearch.org/2022/12/at-real-clear-
investigations-europe-shows-a-clear-link-between-immigration-and-crime-like-the-one-the-u-
s-seriously-downplays/  >

 <  https://www.independentsentinel.com/kudlow-on-trained-communist-yue-chen-as-us-esg-5

cop  ><  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/06/07/consumer-advocacy-group-targets-
bank-america-pushing-esg/  >
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Americans to hate capitalism so China can take over our economy, removing 
the dollar as the currency of the world.  They need a compliant police force. 6

They can only do that by federalizing the police, not to mention the vast 
amount of private data the government is collecting on us right now.  Of 7

course, we know China has used TikTok to collect troves of data on its users.  8

We have greater concerns than becoming socialists or communists all on our 
own without China’s help. Right now the Chinese have imported technology 
to infiltrate the country in the everyday items we use.  If we think our food is 9

safe, China is buying up US farmland at an alarming rate.  Having infiltrated 10

every aspect of American life, socialists or communists— there is very little 
difference— are now trying to overturn the country by flooding the nation 
with new voters. Who are these new voters? They are all the illegal 
immigrants teeming over our borders right now.  There is an alarming rate of 11

young, male Chinese citizens flooding in as well.  These numbers could 12

 <  https://tantaraestates.com/china-calls-for-oil-to-be-traded-in-yuan-at-gulf-summit-in-6

saudi-arabia  ><  https://nypost.com/2023/05/04/teachers-unions-and-a-lesson-in-capitalism-
hatred/  ><  https://nypost.com/2023/05/07/parents-for-open-schools-are-being-smeared-to-
keep-them-off-nycs-education-councils/  >

 This bill was working through Congress when the Democrats controlled that legislative body.  7

<  https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/3860  > Here is a video explaining 
it:  <  https://www.foxnews.com/video/6259214696001  ><  https://www.wired.com/story/odni-
commercially-available-information-report/  ><  https://www.wired.com/story/usps-mail-
surveillance-letter/  

 <  https://www.foxbusines.com/technology/former-bytedance-exec-counters-tiktok-ceo-8

testimony-ccp-backdoor-access-user-data-stored-us  >

 <  https://www.wired.com/story/autonomous-vehicles-china-us-national-security  >< https://9

www2.cbn.com/news/us/cyber-pearl-harbor-how-china-built-backdoor-threat-could-take-
down-us-electric-grid <  https://www.voanews.com/a/east-asia-pacific_voa-news-china_us-
moves-pull-chinese-equipment-its-power-grid/6188992.html  >

 <  https://www.independentsentinel.com/chinas-buying-us-farmland-near-us-military-bases  10

><  https://www.foxbusiness.com/economy/us-farmer-warns-china-quietly-taking-food-
security  ><  https://www.foxbusiness.com/politics/us-farmer-tears-into-biden-administration-
awarding-billions-china-russia-real-slap-face  >

 <  https://cis.mit.edu/publications/analysis-opinion/2022/when-migrants-become-weapons  11

><  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/as-many-as-30-million-people-live-in-us-
illegally-says-texas-lt-gov-dan-patrick  ><  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-
secrets/millions-of-illegal-immigrants-set-to-get-4-38-billion-in-biden-covid-cash  ><  https://
www.breitbart.com/economy/2023/05/03/white-house-deal-with-mexico-more-migrants-less-
video/  >

 <  https://americanmilitarynews.com/2023/04/thousands-of-chinese-illegally-entering-us-12

through-southern-border/  ><  https://dailycaller.com/2023/05/22/these-numbers-are-
staggering-chinese-migrants-continue-to-surge-across-southern-border/  >
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easily become several covert Chinese armies on our soil. Why do I say that? 
Because the Chinese have always prevented their citizens from leaving 
China. So how has it become so easy for these thousands of young Chinese 
men to get out now when there is a travel ban in effect in China, which 
prevents the Chinese from getting out of the country? You might feel secure 
in our military being able to take on the challenge. Let me say that our 
military is being indoctrinated at alarming rates.  At the rate of the fall of our 13

country, prayer is our only source for help. 

Communism and socialism are exactly the same. The only difference is that 
socialism takes all your rights, children and property at the point of a pen, 
while communism takes it at the point of a gun. Let’s ask a few questions that 
need to be answered by every Christian and Jew. The first question must be 
settled, and that is are the faithful really in danger? Some have said the 
church is in danger and others have said it is not, or it does not matter. My 
position is that if we are even asking the question, we are already in trouble. I 
take this position as a result of history; church history, world history and the 
specific history we have in America. Unequivocally, how we vote will show 
whether we hold the door open to preach the gospel freely for the next 40 
years, or we slam the door shut and open a door to an America who is free in 
memory only.  

This is our first question which must be addressed by the Body of Christ and 
I will attempt to answer it here. The next question, based upon the answer to 
the first question is, why? Why should the Body of Christ, or any other 
religion which follows the tenets of the Bible be in peril if the Democrats 
take over the US government? The third question is, do we really have a 
covenant with the God of the Bible, and will He come to help us? I can 
answer that for you now; the answer is yes. I wrote a 698-page book proving 
that we do.  The last series of questions we must then ask ourselves, as Bible 14

believers and followers is, how did we get here? Have we been here before 

 <  https://nypost.com/2023/05/23/the-biggest-threat-to-our-military-might-be-woke-dei-13

indoctrination  ><  https://nypost.com/2023/05/24/how-google-manipulates-search-to-favor-
liberals-and-tip-elections/  >

 “70 Years of American Captivity: The Polity of God, The Birth of a Nation and The Betrayal of 14

Government." 2016. Chris Meier. TellWell Publishers. Canada, on Amazon and by request at 
any book seller. You can also get a copy by contacting us on this website.
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and is there any real way to know the truth of which party is placing us in 
peril, and why? How do we change what’s been done? 

ANSWERING THE FIRST FEW QUESTIONS: 

There are those saints who don’t vote. Sometimes that’s because they have 
lost their voting rights. Sometimes it’s because some believe voting to be 
below their superior spiritual endeavors. Some also, somewhat rightly, may 
decide that most politicians are crooks. So voting either way means little or 
nothing for their walk in Christ. In many respects, we do see politicians today 
who are crooks. Alas, those who are honest will walk into a Federal or State 
system which will make them unending tools, campaigning and collecting 
funds incessantly for their particular party. Both parties at the Federal level 
require an adherence to money-collecting. If a particular member wants to sit 
on any of the various and specialized committees which decides what interest 
gets what appropriations, they will have to play by their rules. If they want to 
present legislation with other members of their respective caucuses or bodies 
politic, they will have to obey all the games necessary to help their 
constituents back home.  15

The system sets up a real quandary for many honest officials who were 
elected to make a difference. None of this absolves the biblically faithful 
from voting. Nor does it absolve us from searching out which party or 
politician asking for our vote is more inclined to adhere to biblical standards. 
If you think it doesn’t matter, you should ask yourself the question what other 
Christians the world over experience as government, and how it affects their 
ability to share Jesus, attend church, give tithes and offerings, help the church 
move forward by teaching converts biblical doctrines and how Christianity is 
allowed access to the public square in their respective countries. 

Here is the answer: Under socialism, communism, some monarchies, as well 
as governments controlled by various religions, Christians are not allowed to 
share Jesus freely. In many of those places Christians are not allowed to 
attend church, or the church of their choice. In many socialistic countries, 
including some in Europe, they have instituted regulations whereby giving 
tithes and offerings as one chooses is hampered. Also added is the inability to 

 < https://fullmeasure.news/news/cover-story/price-of-power15
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share Christ where one wants to, as well as the ability to teach and train 
converts. Under the above-mentioned ideologies which control governments, 
access to the public square by Christians is not allowed. This includes 
Europe.  16

Many Americans wrongly believe that could never happen in America. I say 
they are wrong because it already has happened in America.  In fact, if the 17

Democrat running for president in 2016 had gotten elected, one of, if not the 
first law to be enacted would have been to target religious freedoms.  When 18

she didn’t get elected, top Democrats wanted to adversely amend the law 
which protects the faithful from violating their consciences.  We have to 19

understand that what Clinton believed and what she desired to do to get 
America there has not left the Democrat Party. It is at the cornerstone of what 

 < https://thenewamerican.com/world-news/europe/european-parliament-president-says-16

christians-are-not-safe-in-europe/ >< https://eujournal.org/index.php/esj/article/view/11023 > 
< https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/03/egypt-release-nine-coptic-christians-
detained-for-attempting-to-rebuild-church/ >

 Arizona pastor thrown in jail for housing a church in his house: < https://www.foxnews.com/17

us/arizona-man-sent-to-jail-for-holding-bible-studies-in-his-home > Mississippi church denied 
the right to lease a building in the town square: < https://www.foxnews.com/us/miss-
congregation-fights-town-square-church-ban > Business leader threatened with economic 
losses by elected officials and pro-liberal groups because of voicing his religious beliefs: < 
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/legal-eagles-cry-fowl-over-politicians-plans-to-block-chick-
fil-a > Same business’ employee harassed by customer because of the business leader’s 
religious beliefs: < http://video.foxnews.com/v/1777258215001/sandra-fluke-us-chick-l-a-
employee/?playlist_id=86856&intemp=obnetwork > Street preacher threatened with murder in 
Semmes, AL, for preaching, two good Samaritans come to his rescue and are stabbed: < 
www.wkrg.com> site accessed 8/10/12; preacher’s name: Gene Duffy, good Samaritans: 
Kenneth Cushman and Steven Stuart. GLAAD convinces CNN to withdraw airtime from guests 
who cite pro-family scientific research: < https://www2.cbn.com/video/faith-groups-challenge-
gays-debate-not-hate > Kentucky clerk jailed for religious beliefs in marriage: < https://
www2.cbn.com/news/us/jailed-clerk-becomes-symbol-faith-freedom-war > In Canada, the 
persecution is outlined in an article by Michael Coren entitled, “Canadian Crackdown,” June 
11, 2012, The National Review, Inc. In Britain, a Muslim leader says Christians are under attack: 
< https://www2.cbn.com/video/muslim-speaks-against-attacks-uk-christians > Home 
schoolers are fleeing Sweden because of religious persecution: < https://www2.cbn.com/
video/news/swedish-home-schoolers-flee-parental-inquisition >also click on related links. 
German family is granted US asylum because of homeschooling: < https://www2.cbn.com/
news/us/german-home-school-family-allowed-stay-us > All sites accessed10/28/23. These are 
in no way the only persecutions I have read documentation for in Western countries. They are 
only a minuscule sampling of what I have found.

 https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/08/hillary-clinton-opposes-religious-liberty/ >  18

 < https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp/2018/05/22/top-senate-19

democrats-introduce-bill-to-amend-religious-freedom-restoration-act/
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the Democrat Party is today, if its desires are fulfilled by YOU, the voter. In 
fact, in 2023, that same woman, Hillary Clinton told a CNN interviewer, 
Christianne Amanpour, that Republicans who believe in their freedoms and 
rights should be sent to “re-education camps”.  The interviewer never even 20

flinched. In fact, she seemed to agree, or at least be amused by the thought— 
and no, it was not a joke. Clinton was serious. Only if you know and 
understand their marxist brainwashing do you understand the evil that resides 
in the heart of communists, who pretend that socialism is better.  

So what your government is and how it operates makes a huge difference as 
to whether or not you will be able to function freely as a Christian. In most of 
the above-mentioned ideologies, your ability to work at the job of your 
choice will also be seriously undermined if it is found out that you are a 
Christian. While in some socialistic countries that might be against the law, 
targeting of Christians goes on quietly behind the scenes. In other socialistic 
countries, it is a well-known and accepted practice.  Most folks do not 21

realize this is the norm in Europe.  

As many of you know, we send out a newsletter for the ministry. Back in 
2018, we sent one out for the two months of October and November, before 
the election in November. The reason we had to do that was because search 
engines and social media platforms target sites and internet platforms which 
mention key words concerning elections. They did so back then, just like they 
do today. When that happens, those sites and internet platforms are placed in 
a slow-walking purgatory. This has already happened with the ministry’s 
various internet platforms. To avoid their restrictions, we had to change link 
names as well as picture content. They’re not doing that to everyone.  

 If you are a Republican and refuse communist (Democrat) political beliefs, in 2023, Hillary 20

Clinton wanted you sent to a “re-education camp” like Stalin and the Chinese do to Uyghurs: <  
https://hannity.com/media-room/hillarys-shcoking-claim-trump-supporters-need-to-be-
deprogrammed-by-federal-govt-watch ><https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/10/06/stalin-
had-word-that-republicans-slam-hillary-clintons-wish-formal-deprogramming-trump-
supporters/ ><  https://www.foxnews.com/media/hillary-clinton-floats-formal-deprogramming-
trump-supporters-suggests-gop-base-bigots  > It has been said if we don’t win this fight for 
our basic, human rights and freedoms, people like Clinton will make sure we are all thrown into 
a communistic country, where only the well healed and connected will have some rights.

 < https://thenewamerican.com/world-news/europe/european-parliament-president-says-21

christians-are-not-safe-in-europe/ >< https://eujournal.org/index.php/esj/article/view/11023 > 
< https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/03/egypt-release-nine-coptic-christians-
detained-for-attempting-to-rebuild-church/ >
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I mentioned the trouble we were having back then with a sister in the Lord 
who is an artist. She said she wasn’t having any problems. I mentioned to her 
that her painting, “I Got Your Back,” depicting Jesus after his ‘interrogation’ 
by the Roman guards through the use of flogging, was labeled as 
“too graphic” by Facebook. She had allowed the ministry to use it in an 
advertisement on Facebook, as part of a ministry outreach. It was rejected for 
all advertising by them. She decided to try to post and advertise it herself. As 
an artist living in a more liberal part of the country, she easily paid a fee and 
those machine algorithms at Facebook allowed her to advertise the painting. 
While, back here in sunny Florida as a legal, religious non-profit, we weren’t 
allowed to post the painting of Jesus; nor were we allowed to advertise. We 
were rejected three times. On the fourth attempt, I removed the painting. 
They slow-walked the process so badly, that a worm was placed on my 
computer. Thankfully, after deleting our request and updating the pages, we 
were able to purge their wormy censorship. I’m not sure I can say who has 
been worse, Facebook or Twitter, but that’s another topic for another day! 

“I  Got Your Back” Courtesy Jan 
Asleson, artist. 

SOCIALISTS TARGETING STATES: FLORIDA 

Realizing that control of America must begin at the state level, George Soros 
and many billionaire socialists have flooded money into state elections, 
where local candidates cannot compete against these radicals with large 
treasure chests of funds.  This is the same man who promised to make sure 22

 < https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/newt-gingrich-blue-wave-of-liberal-cash-from-22

california-and-new-york-flooding-georgia-governors-race >
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all conservative voices would be shut down on the Internet by 2020.  I have 23

had several Christians tell me that the one thing they found so hard about the 
2018 election was the fact that they heard very little about conservatives or 
republicans running in their respective states on the news or the Internet. I 
had the same experience in Florida. 

In order to understand why control is so important for socialists, let’s view 
Florida as an example. Like many other states, Florida is a right-to-work 
state, meaning if you want to join a union you can; if you don’t, your funds 
are not taken from your paycheck automatically. Socialists don’t like that. It 
flies in the face of their strike-and-fight-and-take-from-your-pay business 
model. In fact, news about how bad the socialist running for governor in 
Florida was, was not told on Florida TV stations. I can tell you, if what he 
had done and said were done by a conservative, it would have made most 24-
hour news cycles. One of his campaign workers tweeted death by execution 
to the President of the United States. It didn’t stop there. Gillum placed that 
same individual in charge of “youth outreach.”  

While reaching out to Florida’s youth, they wore a T-shirt with the red states 
who voted for Trump labeled as “DumbF___istan” and the blue states labeled 
as “The United States of America”. Firing occurred only after it came to light
— and the republicans in the state made such an uproar— that it became 
obvious it might actually make local news. It did not, by the way. Another of 
h i s campaign workers en te red in to a p rofane- laced t i rade 
before throwing chocolate milk on republican students after she admitted to 
being a communist. Finally, Gillum’s long-time friend and college buddy 
admitted that the candidate would have fulfill none of his promises. That was 
after the man called Florida a ****-up cracker state with white crackers.  24

 < https://shiftfrequency.com/soros-online-trump-supporters-will-be-entirely-silenced-23

by-2020/ >< https://www.foxnews.com/tech/facebook-ex-engineer-who-railed-against-liberal-
culture-explains-why-he-quit >< https://www.foxnews.com/tech/inside-facebooks-
cybersecurity-war-room-scientists-fight-to-safeguard-elections >

 < https://www.foxnews.com/politics/andrew-gillum-staffer-fired-after-calling-for-trumps-24

execution-wearing-shirt-deriding-pro-trump-states >< https://www.foxnews.com/us/gillum-
intern-arrested-in-florida-for-throwing-chocolate-milk-at-college-republicans >< https://
dailycaller.com/2018/10/31/gillum-campaign-caught-veritas/  >< https://www.dailywire.com/
news/breaking-democrat-andrew-gillum-charged-with-21-felonies-related-to-campaign-that-
lost-to-desantis >< https://hannity.com/media-room/gillum-exposed-shocking-undercover-
video-reveals-hate-filled-staffers-campaign-lies/ >
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When confronted, Gillum called the man a “vendor” and said his statements 
were regrettable. I tried to get our local news to air, at least Gillum’s 
comments. It’s a good thing I didn’t hold my breath waiting.   

In Florida, the democrat, Gillum, running for governor in 2018, was 
supported by the cash funds of George Soros, the billionaire socialist 
bankrolling the captivity of America.  Why Florida, you might ask? Because 25

Florida has no state income tax. Florida is among the healthiest states, 
economically. This flies in the face of the socialist’s mantra. After all, how 
can a state be solvent while not collecting the very income tax the 
Progressives (socialists) instituted in the 1900s? Progressives enacted 
the 16th Amendment, also known as the IRS-income tax amendment, under 
the progressive-Democrat, Woodrow Wilson. Florida was nearing bankruptcy 
before Rick Scott, the Republican governor, got elected in 2010 and served 
eight years. He became one of Florida’s two senators each state sends to 
Washington. Florida has the 17th largest economy worldwide. You read that 
right. Not just in America, but the entire world.    26

Thankfully, Floridians didn’t elect the democrat. They elected Ron DeSantis 
as the governor. The same Ron DeSantis that kept the state open during 
Covid and stopped the insanity when it came to grooming our children into 
transgenderism. DeSantis has continued Florida’s non-income tax state 
badge. Her excellent credit rating and her great jobs across the state have also 
been maintained, even in the face of the challenges concerning the virus. Her 
religious freedoms are strong, as she is one of a minority of states which 
honor the religious freedoms of the pastorate. Because of those laws I can 
write things other churches in other states cannot write on their websites. If 
Florida ever elects a democrat— all of them are socialists even if they swear 
they are not— she will lose that, as well as 2nd, 4th and 5th Amendment 
rights. In fact, in every place where religious freedoms are honored in deed, 
not just by mouthing the words, economic health is seen.  

 < http://www.tampabay.com/florida-politics/buzz/2018/08/23/andrew-gillum-gets-25

another-650000-from-billionaire-donors-soros-steyer/ >< https://www.tampabay.com/florida-
politics/buzz/2018/06/28/in-major-boost-billionaire-tom-steyers-group-backs-andrew-gillum/ >

 <  https://www.jamesmadison.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Election-2018.pdf?cs-26

from=1b422b74-fdee-4afd-978d-75ce6cc82c96 >
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Now that we can see the success of Florida under republican care, let’s look 
at what the democrat candidate wanted to do. Like most democrats, Gillum 
wanted a “Medicare-for-all” approach and he wanted the abolition of ICE. 
With the disaster at our southern border under Joe Biden, I guess we all know 
how Florida would have become overrun had a democrat been elected. 
Before he ran for governor, Gillum was a mayor and city commissioner in 
Tallahassee from 2002/3 to 2017. He enacted a plan of demeaning and 
abolishing law enforcement as a platform. As you can imagine, crime in that 
city skyrocketed.  The media was extremely dishonest about this, attempting 27

to hide the truth. I say that because it was easy to find the truth about the 
police pleas to the Tallahassee City Commissioners for more money as the 
crime rate soared and the city commissioners ignored them. I easily found 
articles from around the state proving that Gillum and the commission 
ignored the police, thus triggering an FBI investigation into Tallahassee 
shenanigans— especially when he became mayor of the city. Yet, when he 
ran for governor, I could no longer find the articles which made the specific 
connections when I searched Google.  As soon as his campaign went state 28

and nationwide, I could only find articles from national media and local left-
leaning rags stating how the socialistic policies of Gillum and the majority of 
city commissioners are not to blame for what took place in Tallahassee. 

Gillum, the socialist-democrat who ran for governor in Florida, was lagging 
behind the democrat’s front-runners during the primaries until Bernie 
Sanders, with George Soros’ money showed up to put him on top. Soros had 
meetings with media execs where he said that conservative voices would be 
shut down by 2020. It happened during the pandemic. Many never learned 
the truth, or were able to counteract what the democrats wanted people to 

 https://www.areavibes.com/tallahassee-fl/crime/ > < https://www.politico.com/states/florida/27

story/2018/09/26/state-documents-gillum-records-tied-to-active-criminal-investigation-629697 
>< https://tallahasseereports.com/2018/09/26/politico-gillum-driving-records-tied-to-active-
criminal-investigation/ >< https://www.dailywire.com/news/breaking-democrat-andrew-gillum-
charged-with-21-felonies-related-to-campaign-that-lost-to-desantis >

 < http://tallahasseereports.com/2018/09/04/andrew-gillum-tallahassee-city-commission-28

ignored-pleas-from-police-murder-rate-increased-52/ >< https://www.wjhg.com/content/news/
Tallahassee-crime-capital-of-Florida-485979321.html > < http://tallahasseereports.com/
2018/08/30/breaking-news-andrew-gillums-brother-paid-by-undercover-fbi-agents-posing-as-
developers/ >
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believe.  This is the reason why researchers like myself have noticed a 29

problem with Google search-engine results. It happened while Clinton was 
running for president.  

It has been rightfully estimated that the Bernie-Sanders type medicare for all, 
which is what Gillum decided to run on, will cost $32 trillion dollars over ten 
years. That means Florida would have gotten a forty percent tax increase. 
Gillum tried to say he would only take it on the backs of businesses. By the 
way, almost all democrats give that as a response when they are confronted 
with the economic disaster of their policies. Here’s the truth many Americans 
don’t know and some Floridians don’t realize: Most businesses or 
corporations in Florida are mom-and-pop style workaday folks. This means, 
if I do the math— namely because no one else did— Florida would have lost 
roughly thirty to fifty percent of her businesses over ten years.  Think about 30

that for people, never mind churches who need their business members. In 
fact, many Floridians would have lost their jobs because they work for 
businesses— or, as Democrat Gillum said— “big corporations”— or, as 
reality has shown, mom-and-pop businesses. What’s true for Florida in this 
regard is also true for America at large.  

Another problem nobody wants to talk about is the wait times, as well as the 
financial crises this type of health care would be for Americans. In Canada 
you can wait two or more years for hip replacement surgery and over a year 
for cataract removal. The UK has fewer doctors, nurses and hospital beds per 
capita than any other industrialized nation, and is in a state of almost constant 
crisis. Look no further than our own Veterans Administration to see how 
inefficient government-run, single-payer healthcare is.  Florida wants to 31

open its borders to many health insurance companies. Competition always 
drives down costs. All the state needs to do next is create a risk pool for those 
with pre-existing conditions. It’s far easier to fix the problems which exist in 
an open-market healthcare system, than it is to create another socialistic 
nightmare.  

 < https://shiftfrequency.com/soros-online-trump-supporters-will-be-entirely-silenced-29

by-2020/ >

 < https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/medicare-for-all-32-6-trillion-dollars-30

socialized-medicine/ >

 Ibid.31
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There is another problem: Florida has a large Jewish population. I doubt 
many of them know that socialist-democrats hate Israel and support 
boycotting them into oblivion— or worse.  This, by the way, is a common 32

pattern with socialists. They tell you one thing but do another. Look at Joe 
Biden’s nonsense about how much they love the Jewish people. My question 
is if they love Israel so much, why was it necessary to give Israel’s enemy, 
Iran, so many billions of dollars, thereby giving them the funds to enter into a 
brutal proxy war through Hamas?  If the democrat-socialists love Israel so 33

much, why were they photographed dancing in the streets on news of the 
brutality experienced by Jewish civilians during the attack on Israel in 
October of 2023?  34

There are other problems with socialists. You can see those issues when they 
try to control localities. It is especially bad during a storm. I want you to 
remember the nonsense of Katrina with her democrat mayor, or Sandy and 
how it translated to electrical restoration and evacuation. I have quite a bit of 
experience with living and knowing others who have lived during storm 
recovery, especially in those areas affected by those storms. I’ve seen it done 
right and I’ve seen microcosms of areas who do it very wrong. Frequently, 
this has to do with the clash of socialistic values and American values. 
Remember, socialism is a foreign ideology. It is alien to our shores and the 
American way of life and values. 

Now, let me give you some specifics as to why it takes longer in socialist-
controlled regions when they are in right-to-work states to restore power. 
Their own pro-socialist districts get restored, but those who support right-to-
work do not. During a disaster non-union as well as unionized workers come 
to help. That’s because one area’s utilities usually cannot overcome a 
disaster-type work load. So crews from all over the country come to support 

 < https://freebeacon.com/national-security/gillum-aligns-groups-support-boycotts-israel/ > 32

< https://www.jns.org/florida-gubernatorial-candidate-linked-to-dream-defenders-whose-
founder-has-ties-to-palestinian-terror-group/ >

 <  https://www.foxbusiness.com/media/larry-kudlow-iran-hamas-supply-line  ><  https://33

www.breitbart.com/middle-east-2023/10/7/nolte-joe-biden-blamed-for-funding-atttack-on-
israel-by-paying-iran-6b/ > 

 < https://www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2023/10/09/photos-democratic-socialists-of-34

america-cheer-palestinian-terror-in-new-york. >
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the local companies who coordinate the work. It is easily done and protocols 
are in place for it to be done. Those protocols disregard the “union” badge. 
All the protocols care about is efficiency and safety, especially for the line 
crews.  

That’s why what Gillum, the socialist did in Tallahassee during a minor storm 
was beyond credulity.  He did not allow non-unionized crews to work to 35

help restore power. His “supporters” were well cared for, but the republican 
areas of town were without power for weeks. It got so bad that the 
Republican governor stepped in. The excuse was that they needed to restore 
the power so no one would be electrocuted. Really? Wow, if you believe that 
power crews all over the country and the companies who support them don’t 
know how to keep crews safe from electrocution, and that translates to people 
being without power from a minor storm for weeks, then I’ve got a bridge in 
Brooklyn I want to sell you. I’m joking, for those of you with no sense of 
humor.  

Here is my opinion, based on research concerning Christians who don’t vote 
because politicians are crooked. The reality is that if you do not vote, your 
non-vote votes anyway because you give ungodliness a place to have a 
foothold. If you do not get involved, you do the same thing. If you do not 
research, or at least read and research articles like this to help arrive at a 
potential understanding, you make a mockery of the hard work millions of 
Christians did in founding America and instituting a set of laws to enable you 
to function as a Christian. In fact, if you refuse your responsibility you help 
“someone else” undermine and destroy the very laws which protect you and 
your fellow Bible followers. 

PERSECUTION 

We have seen a major uptick in religious persecution, especially of Christians 
in America since 2009. This is because socialism has swallowed the 
Democrat Party whole.  Many claim they are not socialists but progressives. 36

There really isn’t a difference between the two. Mrs. Clinton was a 

 < http://floridapolitics.com/archives/221173-power-companies-say-offers-help-restore-35

power-tallahassee-rebuffed >

 https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/democrats-socialists-ocasio-cortez/36
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progressive, and almost every Democrat will claim to be one as well. 
Progressivism is socialism slow-walked. Instead of one hundred years to take 
your rights and money and a little longer to become totally communist, the 
progressives may take a tad bit more time. The reality is that progressives 
must start the processes to total control. This is the reason for the uptick in 
religious persecution in America. 

It seems Christians today are totally ignorant of the fact that the socialists 
have already, or wish to enact laws to stop all sharing of the gospel.  It 37

doesn’t matter if you are having a private conversation in a mall, or street 
preaching, or just holding up signs about Jesus. In fact, a republican joined 
democrats and Muslim leaders to make a resolution which included many 
religions, but excluded Christianity in making it a hate crime to share things 
that make people uncomfortable.  The bill specifically omits Christians and 38

never defines what hate speech is. 

We can see, from previous arrests, that it seems Muslims feel any sharing of 
Jesus makes them uncomfortable, and is therefore a hate crime. Some are so 
uncomfortable about this law that one advertiser pulled the plug on a picture 
of a man holding up a black book, inviting folks to a harvest festival.  39

Arguably, threats were made, which is why they said they cancelled the ad. 
But if holding up a black book encouraging people to come to a yearly 
meeting can “trigger” people, what other image or speech is next? The 
society is being groomed to back off from its free-speech rights, which are 
forever joined to freedom of religion. For those of you who minister, as I do 
to abuse victims, abusers’ best method to gain access to victims is through 
grooming. The devil grooms people to lull them to sleep and weaken their 
strength in Christ (see 1 Thessalonians 5). Is it any wonder digital and other 
media are doing the same thing with our civic rights? 

 <https://pjmedia.com/faith/ex-muslim-christian-pastor-refugee-from-iran-arrested-for-37

sharing-his-testimony-in-minnesota/> <https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=NCede7mCM8M> 
< https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1023483/You-preach-Bible-Muslim-area-What-
police-told-Christian-preachers.html > < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBaTVwIJH-E>

 < https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/10544/criminalize-free-speech >38

 < https://thekcompany.co/news-release/nrb-ads-for-greg-lauries-harvest-outreach-removed-39

from-mall-over-bible-image/ >
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We know if the trend continues, every Christian is in danger of losing our 
civil rights. The Church is in the crosshairs of the global socialists who are 
bankrolling the control of America by helping Democrats gain control of the 
House and/or Senate, as well as state governors’ mansions, as was the case in 
Florida.  Just because they weren’t successful, doesn’t mean they’re going to 40

give up. If you would say that is illegal, you must be one of those Christians 
who believe that they care. You must be one of those Christians who think 
that because you are not a “Bible Thumper” or a “Tongue-Talker” or a 
Trump-supporter that they won’t bother you. These people do not care. None 
of them care what kind of Christian you are. They don’t care if you’re 
Catholic, Baptist, mainline Protestant or non-denominational. The fact is that 
both Christians and Jews are cut from the same cloth, in their minds. That 
means we must be removed, or be so diminished as to have no voice.  

In fact, when Joe Biden, the socialist-progressive candidate took office in 
2021, he put folks in place in the State Department to support and finance 
atheism worldwide.  The only reason why it became known to the public is 41

because republican lawmakers demanded answers as to why the federal 
government was funding a religion. Without control of the House, it’s 
impossible to stop them because democrats were in control at the time and 
encouraged grants of up to $500K to be awarded. Think about that for a 
second. How many Christian missionaries would democrats award grant 
money to? 
  

WHY WILL CHRISTIANS AND JEWS BE TARGETED? 

Keeping the grant-money award of atheists in mind, my answer to the above 
question is simple: because the socialists will be in charge. Progressives are 
socialists and socialists have taken over the Democrat Party in America.  42

Progressivism must target you. Some mistakenly believe socialism and the 
Bible are in agreement and that somehow Jesus was a socialist. Jesus was not 

 < https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/08/29/fbi-corruption-investigation-40

plagued-tallahassee-during-andrew-gillums-mayorship/ >

 < https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/08/03/gop-lawmakers-push-state-department-41

answers-taxpayer-funded-atheism-grant-program/ >

 https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/democrats-socialists-ocasio-cortez/42
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a socialist. Socialism runs totally counterproductive to our Bibles. In fact, 
socialism is anti-Christ or anti-Christian. Let me explain why. 

Socialism, by definition is the philosophical, social and economic system 
whereby society, its money, ventures of enterprise and industry— its people 
and even their religion— is owned and controlled by the state government 
rather than by individual people or companies or religious institutions. The 
socialistic doctrine demands state ownership and control of the fundamental 
means of production and distribution of wealth. That is to be achieved by 
reconstructing the existing capitalist or other political system of a country 
through democratic and parliamentary means. It advocates nationalization of 
natural resources, basic industries, banking, credit facilities and public 
utilities, along with the education systems in a country. This control of the 
money centers is pretty much complete. When Biden assumed the office of 
President in 2021, he brought with him a man who is a complete communist 
hiding in the clothing of a socialist. That man, Antony Blinken, took control 
of the State Department. He didn’t wait long to put all of Obama’s cronies in 
office. They didn’t wait long to implement a socialistic monetary program 
whereby communists and socialists could cash in on capitalistic endeavors.   43

But let’s not forget about our children. Socialists won’t allow our children to 
know about the awesome history of our nation and its connections to the 
Bible. Our educational systems must now teach the nationalistic mantra of 
the socialists’ religion or ideologies. Jimmy Carter brought socialism to the 
school system in 1979 by enacting the Department of Education. By 
centralizing control over key institutions of government, socialism takes over 
a nation. In America this was made more difficult because of its original 
limited and decentralized government. While certain institutions within 
government are necessary, heavy-handed bureaucratic control was never done 
until socialists started to work within the Federal bureaucracy. 

Socialism places a special emphasis on the nationalization of monopolized 
branches of industry and trade. Socialism advocates state ownership of 
corporations in which the ownership function has passed from stockholders 
to managerial personnel. Smaller and less vital enterprises and institutions 

 < https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/10/10/exclusive-alex-marlows-breaking-biden-43

antony-blinken-is-the-patron-saint-of-the-military-industrial-complex/   >
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can be left under private ownership, thereby allowing private ownership of 
smaller corporations, though they are heavily regulated. This also was not a 
source of control until the ideologies of socialism started to pervade 
throughout a generation of CEOs who value making money through 
capitalism, but value control through socialism. By using a socialistic 
ideology, many of them think we can be fooled by the “compassion” of their 
company’s outreach. Their “compassion” is our captivity. We would be better 
off if they kept their money and left societal “change” to the common man.   

Socialism’s attempted legislative takeover began in 1908 with a republican. 
They called it Progressivism, and it has continued today. Some believe they 
were at work during the Civil War, instigating even more division.  While 44

the overwhelming evidence is that Democrats refused to give slaves their 
freedoms, thereby triggering the war, some theorize this is when socialists in 
the country decided the Democrat Party was easier to infiltrate. This may or 
may not be true, but at this point it seems to be water under the bridge. The 
reason why socialist/progressives use divisive issues to build a wedge 
between people is because that is the way to overtake a nation. The problem 
today is its successful coup of a duly elected president.  It seems very few 45

Christians, and even fewer pastors and religious leaders are worried about 
this. 
 
So why are Christians and Jews a target? Because both groups of people built 
the original system of government enacted in America. This system gave the 
most amount of people, or the largest group of American citizens civil rights 
and civil liberties the world over. Those rights are God-given. Some 
progressives, like Hillary Clinton, claim they agree with that. But, as in all 
things socialistic, their actions speak otherwise. Under progressivism/
socialism, rights are controlled and heavily regulated by the state entity. They 
also believe they can be taken away or minimized by that same entity. Those 
God-given rights and liberties, especially enunciated in the first ten 
amendments, or our original Bill of Rights are what progressive/socialists 
must overcome. They cannot enact their agenda with them in place. The very 
foundations and ideologies fly in the face of each other. They cannot enact 

 < https://mises.org/wire/war-socialism-and-confederate-defeat >44

 <  https://rumble.com/embed/v118ytz/  >45
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their laws or even gain the total power and control of the society without their 
own laws with their own jurisprudence system in place. 

That means the people who know the original system, and who will fight for 
it must go, as well. So why should we fight for our original compact-
covenant? Because biblical economics and God-given liberty demand it. Let 
me explain the science of both. 

ECONOMICS AND THE BIBLE 

Biblical economics is not capitalism, but capitalism is the only system which 
will allow the economy of God to work, unless you want to enact a totally 
biblical economy. The reason for that is because both biblical economics as 
well as capitalism function within natural science.  Based on science, 46

socialism will not and can never encourage a biblical economy. In fact, 
socialism cannot even function with natural science; but I’m getting ahead of 
myself. In the biblical economy started by God in Genesis, the Almighty 
gave, as rightful owner, sovereignty to Adam for the earth, as well as 
mankind’s own personal autonomy. Adam turned that sovereignty over to a 
malevolent creature, which in turn stole what he could not have gotten 
through legal means. In understanding God’s economy, we must see it as a 
first principle. These entail original ways God made creation to function. In 
the beginning God gave, and what He created was made to mutually bless 
each thing He created. So Hebrew scholars refer to the principle of mutual 
beneficence as a first principle because it is how God created earth to 
function economically.  47

We know sin changed God’s original plan for mankind’s sovereignty as well 
as His original plan for economics and natural science. In the scientific 
world, natural science says that an experiment plus an observation produces 
resultant scientific principles. Ludwig Von Mises was an economic scientist, 
born in the late 1880s; he lived until 1973. He was an atheist, so it would 

 Natural science is one of the branches of science concerned with the description, 46

understanding and prediction of natural phenomena, based on empirical evidence from 
observation and experimentation. These include biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy and 
more. It is involved in studying phenomena or laws of the natural, physical world.

 “70 Years of American Captivity: The Polity of God, The Birth of a Nation and The Betrayal of 47

Government." 2016. Chris Meier. TellWell Publishers, Canada. pp 541-558.
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seem odd that he could be a champion for the church against socialism. He 
was so because he proved that socialism flies in the face of all science. By 
doing so, he unknowingly confirmed biblical economics. Here’s why: 

Both the Bible and capitalism reflect the laws of natural science, since the fall 
of man. Of course, the Bible’s spiritual laws disrupt all other science, but 
that’s another topic entirely. Within an economic system which follows 
natural science, everyone is allowed access— thieves, saints, greedy hoarders 
and generous businesspeople— all show up. It is much easier for people who 
decide to connect to God’s spiritual laws, to function within capitalistic 
venture systems simply because these reflect natural science laws more 
thoroughly. Within capitalism all can access the free market with whatever 
talents or gifts available to them. Now, minimal regulation is usually needed 
in capitalistic systems in order to minimize theft or total lawlessness. 
Otherwise, even crooks are allowed into the system if they can play by the 
rules enacted by whatever capitalist country they are in.   

So the Bible is not capitalism, but it works easily within capitalistic structures 
because it works with, or “covenants” within natural science systems quite 
closely. The reason why the results for people within this system are different 
is because people are different. In countries which use capitalism as their 
economic system, people are free to engage the system as their skill and 
success enable them. This will, based on natural science, produce different 
results.   

Socialists love to tell the lie that under their system everyone owns 
everything in common. In other words, everything the state owns, you own. 
This is a total lie because it flies in the face of natural science. They love to 
spout terms such as equity, making it seem that they are making people equal 
through socialism’s thievery. People are equal to access God’s blessings and 
benefits. They are equal in those choices. But people are different. Natural 
science tells you they are. Some people work harder, others are smarter and 
still others get opportunities that may not be available to everyone. This is 
just plain nature. We should not intend to make people all have the same gifts 
and talents. This is why people work hard to receive a reward: their talents or 
other opportunities gave them a reward. What most laws do try to do is stop 
lawlessness, violence and illegal activities. Otherwise, natural science shows 
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rewards and consequences. You cannot escape them. Let’s look at this more 
specifically. 

Among most economists, the basic science for the definition of ownership is 
in the having or occupying. Occupation is synonymous with ownership 
simply because when you occupy, you have. Within science, economists 
make the observation that there are two ways in which one occupies, or owns. 
You either gain ownership through violence (theft, deception, illegalities, 
etc.) or you gain ownership through peaceful, legal means. Scientifically, 
there are various different types of ownerships. Some different types of 
ownership are in consumption goods, durable goods, land, rentals, stocks, 
bonds, et cetera.  

There is a difference between ownership in consumption goods and durable 
goods. A consumption good is used up and gone; so its ownership is in the 
hands of the one using it, i.e., a private owner. Thus, there can only be the one 
consuming a good that is used up who is the owner. If you eat an apple, you 
are the owner. Even if you give your apple away, or let it rot, or cut it up to 
share with others, in each case it is disposed of, the ownership is not divided, 
nor can it be. In the case of a consumption good used by a number of people, 
it can still only be used by the person who consumes it at that time— or in 
their possession, regardless of legal constructs. So even in this case the 
ownership is in the having, but it is still in a moment in private ownership. 
Scientifically, it can be nothing else, no matter what anyone calls it. 
Ownership/occupation are in the having. 

There is another form of ownership we must discuss in addition to 
consumable-goods ownership. Let’s look at production-goods or durable 
goods owners. If I am a producer of TVs, or a farmer with a large production 
company growing and selling avocados nationwide, I might have a legal 
piece of paper telling me my company is in the shares of a corporation, but 
the reality of the having or the ownership is that it is multi-faceted. On the 
one hand you have the one who physically has and you have the one who 
indirectly has. In both of these cases, the “owner” does not control the 
production as someone who grows food for their family does. The family 
farmer using their home-grown consumption goods are private owners. 
Production good “owners” are controlled by end “have” consumers— both 
the durable product TV owner and the production-good single avocado 
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owner. They are the reason why someone makes TVs. Even those who need 
trucking companies, stores and electronic parts in order to produce and sell 
these goods have a division of labor involved in the production of them.  

So the natural, scientific ownership of production goods is different from the 
natural ownership of consumption goods. In other words, you don’t need to 
own an electronics store to own a TV and you don’t need to own a farm with 
avocado trees in order to own an avocado. So in a society in which 
production goods labor is divided, no one is an exclusive owner of the means 
of production. It’s really the consumers who are the true owners in this 
environment. They would be the reason why the producer enters into an 
economic endeavor. So they would be owners in a natural sense and the 
producer the administrator in a legal sense of other people’s property. This is 
why the “having,” or the ownership is multifaceted in a production-good 
economy and is different from the consumption-good private owner.  

Now, there are various different types of ownership in which the model 
changes, like rentals, stocks, bonds, land, etc. While one must look at various 
legalities in each, thus setting different parameters for ownership, the basic 
elements of the science still holds true. Suffice it to say within production 
goods, the ownership is already in common by the nature of production, with 
the understanding of whether it is a durable good or a consumable good.  

Let me take the observation to its conclusion. If you, no matter what anyone 
can define you as, own what you consume (use) as the end user as a private 
owner, and you own what you purchase from others as an owner in common 
within a system of production, then what is socialism/progressivism really 
offering you? What it is doing is stealing what you already own and lying to 
you that you can own everything else in common; but, in a very real sense, 
based on natural laws of science, you already do. 

So it is stealing into the hands of an “entity” (the state) you do not have any 
ownership rights in (remember ownership is in the having), what you already 
owned in common in a production setting and what you already owned 
privately in a consumption setting. Although, if you ate an avocado, or other 
consumption good, no matter how progressives regulate that avocado, you 
owned it! Socialism is violently appropriating what it never had to begin 
with, now making a state entity the legal owner of what it would never, 
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according to natural laws of science, own anyway. It’s worse than a shell 
game. It’s a con game on the gullible leaving them penniless. It’s also 
something else: it is the exact mirror image of what the devil did when he 
stole Adam’s sovereignty, as well as the original biblical economy God 
implemented in the beginning. 

THE LIE 

The devil has no creative abilities. He is a spirit with no body. He can control 
nothing on the planet unless he convinces silly humans he can, getting them 
to turn over their own abilities. Humans have creative ability to birth 
governments, economic systems and other constructs simply because Adam 
was given authority to do so in the beginning. We build and birth church 
systems the same way. These institutions or constructs have no life of their 
own but reflect life, simply because humans started them. Different 
applications of natural science apply to them differently because they are 
different. Just like gravity is not mass, you still have to be careful not to come 
up against mass traveling at a speed which will kill you. In other words, don’t 
jump off of buildings. You may confuse the science of gravity with the 
science of mass, but there will be no confusion to what happens when land 
meets mass.   

While these entities are not robots and they are not mechanical, they still 
need structure and parameters to function by the humans who instituted them. 
They must do something else: they must function according to natural science 
or they will not survive. In order for the devil to control them, he must 
convince humans they are mechanical, a system with no other need but to be 
controlled; cold, calculated and functional: that’s it. No need for the warmth 
and original design they were created for and no need to function with the 
natural environment of natural science— or, as in the case of churches— the 
immutable paths instituted by God.  

There is no way for the devil to control something created by humans unless 
he convinces them it has no other need but to be controlled. Or, as he did with 
Eve, you can get “something” better by doing it his way. Remember, Adam 
and Eve already had God’s image. The serpent tried to convince them they 
could be what they already were by doing it his way, not God’s way.  
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This is how he gets churches to keep operating with no Holy Spirit presence. 
This is how he deceives socialists that an economy is a thing to be 
mechanically engineered— that somehow they can own an economy. This is 
how he works. He is not creative and cannot be. He deceives to get power 
and then, because he is not the originator of what he steals, he functions by 
mechanical observation. Within a capitalistic economic system, because it 
must function by the rhythms and movements of natural science, it invites all 
to come; the deceiver may show up, but so does the church, individuals and 
others.  

If, while in that system you overspend or create too many TVs, you can go 
bankrupt, or you can flood the market and you lose the specialized pricing 
you would have gotten to help you survive. Because this kind of economics 
works within natural science, it must work with incentives and declines. 
Everything that works within the laws of natural science must do that. 
Gravity works within natural science. Go against those laws, and watch 
something fall.   

Because we are in a birth and death cycle of the planet, all things which 
function according to natural science are going to go through a birth and 
death cycle— a rise and a fall— including economies. When we allow 
natural science to function in economic systems, recovery happens quicker. 
When we tinker with economies like progressives, socialists and communists 
do, you extend the time it takes to recover. This has been proven over and 
over, but never so clearly as when FDR tinkered with the Federal 
government, creating as close to a progressive socialistic state as he could. 
Economists, even the liberal ones, have proven it dramatically increased and 
extended the recession at that time.   48

You also do not produce innovative products; you must steal them instead. 
We see this with countries like Russia and China. They must steal because 
they don’t place natural science incentives for the original creators to work, 
thus forcing innovation behind the veil of bureaucracy or the state. God 

 < h t tps : / /mises.org/ l ib rary/how-fdr-made-depress ion-worse >< ht tps : / /48

historynewsnetwork.org/article/55464 The following reference is unabashedly political. There 
are several excellent links to research material that will help anyone who does not believe 
socialism is a problem, come to some kind of an educated decision, without taking an 
economics course. < https://startthinkingright.wordpress.com/2011/08/11/fdrs-economic-
policies-failed-but-dont-take-my-word-for-it-listen-to-obamas-top-economic-adviser/ >
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created Adam with free choice and free will to rule. It is against God’s design 
for mankind to turn our autonomy, authority and responsibility over to an 
entity called ‘The State’.  

Non-believers will argue that is what we are doing by going to church. Some 
churches may function that way with a religious spirit, which is cult-like, but 
that is not what anyone should do. The definition of a religious spirit is one 
created by God for a purpose and plan, but then disobeys that purpose and 
plan and does what it desires to do. Alas, that is not how God gave us the idea 
of church. We are supposed to come together and advance His kingdom by 
each one of us moving and listening to the Holy Spirit. It is to be a 
celebration of Jesus each and every Sunday, breathed on by the Holy Spirit. 
This is part of God’s design, to be a mutual partner with Him. We can decide 
not to obey God. The reality is that the “state” wants no one else but the state 
to have authority. 

Let me prove that to you. Under a socialistic system your children belong to 
the state, your health belongs to the State, your money, all assets…. I could 
go on, but you get the idea. This would mean that ultimately, when your will 
or plans for your children or health or money come in conflict with the State, 
you are not going to win. Guess whose decision will be followed? Never was 
this more evident than with the British child, Charlie Gard. England is a 
socialistic state run by parliamentary rule that supports a weak and powerless 
monarchy. The child had a condition the State said was incurable, even 
though there were some innovations discovered in the United States which 
may have helped him early on in the disease cycle. His parents had gotten 
roughly one million dollars to take him to the United States to attempt 
medical treatment, thereby absolving the British state of any economic 
responsibilities. His parents were not allowed to do so.  They weren’t 49

allowed because they were under the single-payer system in the UK— or as 
socialists want to do here— the Medicare-for-all system. Under these 
socialistic behemoths, you are not free to do as you please with your health, 

 < https://www.nationalreview.com/2017/07/charlie-gard-case-european-moral-decline-49

throwaway-culture-thriving/ >< https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/in-charlie-gard-story-trump-
forces-life-into-media-culture-of-death >
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but must obey the decisions made for you by doctors, courts and 
governmental bureaucrats.  50

HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

Socialists are patient. It came in incremental steps. For over a century 
Christians ignored the roots of our original system. They didn’t learn its value 
from the Bible, nor did they teach it to their children. In 1954, the socialistic 
agenda of Lyndon Johnson created the Johnson rule, partially in an attempt to 
hide the fact he actually lost his senate seat and was illegally placed in 
office.  This “rule” was done to silence those telling that truth, but it 51

morphed to tell church leaders they couldn’t advocate for a specific 
candidate. This then rolled over again into “we can’t teach original American 
jurisprudence or we will lose our tax-exempt status.” President Trump got rid 
of this rule in 2017.  
 
Socialism has two sets of avenues to take over a nation. One is economic and 
the other is social/psychological. On the economic side, once it was 
discovered how unscientific it is, and that it uses basic human greed and 
laziness to steal another’s wealth, hordes of people fled its attempt at 
takeover in the early part of the Twentieth Century. This was also due in large 
part to a mathematical calculation created by the famous economist that we 
talked about before, Ludwig Von Mises.  52

 
On the psychological side, they usually take an issue that looks divisive or 
easy to use in order to jimmy loose laws that aren’t socialistic. They have 
done this with the 14th, 16th and 17th Amendments, including the Johnson 

 Ibid.50

 < https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1998/04/three-new-revelations-about-lbj/51

377094/ >< https://www.statesman.com/story/news/local/2011/02/13/longtime-lbj-aide-
mildred-stegall/6692329007/ > “Mutual Contempt: Lyndon Johnson, Robert Kennedy And The 
Feud That Defined A Decade,” ©  Jeff Shesol, 1997 published by W.W. Norton & company, 
500 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY  < https://freerepublic.com/focus/news/765344/posts >  

 Ludwig Von Mises, “Socialism: An Economic and Sociological Analysis,” translated by J. 52

Kahane, foreword by F.A. Hayek; (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1981) March 13, 2016. p 119 < 
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/kahane-socialism-an-economic-and-sociological-analysis >
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rule that we just discussed.  This is done in an effort to undermine our 53

constitution. In a state like Florida, they have been attempting to place state 
amendments on the ballot which change how government functions as a 
republic. They have already done this with great effect in California. Most of 
these amendments do not need to change a state’s constitution; a simple law 
would do just fine. But a simple law won’t fundamentally change a republic. 
Socialists must create a mob rule, which a democracy can easily support. 
Republics are more peaceful, less chaotic and more stable. That simply won’t 
do when you need to get rid of a republic in order to institute socialism. 
 
Let’s look at Florida in 2018. Florida’s 2018 ballot Amendment 3 told you 
that the people should vote on gambling. The reality is that representatives 
who are chosen by the people, because of elections, already worked with the 
Indian tribes, especially as it relates to gambling. This already gave the 
people a vote. By using direct representative contact, it forces the tribes into 
transparency. In states who do the “vote by the people,” large corporations 
flood the market and the tribes are able to slow-walk the money to the Indian 
members, or not give it to them at all. The “vote by the people” is a bait and 
switch. Unfortunately, citizens didn’t see the problem and the money has 
already flowed in.  
 
Another one in Florida’s 2018 ballot was Amendment 6, which purported to 
give victims more rights. So, the accused get less rights? We must define 
these parameters a whole lot better. You don’t need an amendment to a state’s 
constitution in order for a victim of sexual assault to be afforded automatic 
restraining orders, or some other protections. You only need a simple law. It 
also wanted to tell state courts that they can’t defer to an administrative 
agency’s interpretation of a state statute or rule. Here’s what these groups do: 
they get a law that sounds good, but add other proposals in with it and then 
use the language to change the original state’s constitution without using 
elections with careful deliberation in order to do it. Just quickly ram in an 
amendment, tell no one what’s it’s really about, and voila! 
 
Healthcare is one such example. Like a single-payer system, ObamaCare 
enacted some very nasty changes to our rights as citizens. It was a massive 

  < https://www.federalistblog.us/mt/articles/14th_dummy_guide.htm > This is quite a lengthy 53

article, more like a thesis. It is excellent. If you can’t make it through it, then scroll down to the 
“conclusion” section to get the crib notes.
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attack on our liberties by demanding everyone buy health insurance. Now, we 
do need to bring down the costs, and some regulation is necessary to keep 
insurance companies, drug companies, hospitals and other medical 
institutions honest. Socialists will tell you that’s because capitalism is all 
about greed. DUH; when you invite all humans to a table, human greed 
shows up with them. Socialism is human greed systemized so only a few who 
get on the state’s gravy train benefit. The lowly worker— meaning the rest of 
us— remain trapped paying for their gravy.  
 
It would be much easier to open the markets up all across the country to the 
health insurance companies so they can compete. Place some rules on 
insurance companies as you would with utilities. Something ObamaCare 
didn’t do, except in giving them massive cover and money. Like electric and 
water, healthcare is a necessary commodity and should be regulated to some 
extent. Then, each state or however you can set this up, should keep a risk 
group open. Each insurance company who participates across the country 
must take one state’s risk pool. You can play musical states every year, with 
the insurance companies going from one state, to a different one the next 
year. This way a healthy state, let’s say Wyoming, is one insurance 
companies’ state in year one, but then they get to switch to, let’s say 
Mississippi the next year, or New York whose citizens may not be as healthy.  
 
There are various ways to make a risk pool work so those with pre-existing 
conditions get care. There are many ways to lower costs, helping those in 
high risk categories gain medical coverage without implementing socialism. 
Alas, those solutions won’t work for progressives. If they did that, then 
control would not be enforced and people would remain happy and healthy.  
 
We have to understand that under progressivism/socialism, the ends justifies 
the means. All socialists/progressives are allowed to lie to you, because by 
doing so, they will enact what they believe to be a far superior world. That’s 
because we— the common man— are too dumb to know what a good world 
looks like. Under their psychological understanding, only socialists must be 
allowed to speak. This can help us understand why today’s socialists are out 
in the streets protesting whatever they feel is wrong by busing in paid 
protestors to inflict as much damage as possible. It is also why the media, 
many large corporations and nearly all of the major tech companies silence 
conservative voices more readily. Never was that seen more than when Covid 
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hit us.  When a country becomes controlled by socialists, who need 54

capitalism to survive, you can bet a real takeover of the media has already 
happened. It is also why the media can tell lies about whatever individual  
occupies the White House at any single moment in time.  
 
Did you know that only an efficiently run Administration can get anything 
done in this country? Did you know that when “resistance” bureaucrats 
within an Administration, as well as politicians outside of it make every 
attempt to thwart the work of a freedom-loving, capitalist-supporting, 
republican-representative-based Administration, they endanger the lives of 
Americans and the country in general? They make it easier, not harder for 
foreign entities to hurt and harm us. Try to remember back when President 
Reagan decided to reverse the damages caused by socialism.  They lied 55

about him constantly. Let’s not forget it was a socialist who killed Kennedy.  56

WILL IT GET WORSE BEFORE IT GETS BETTER? 

Not long ago I was listening to a former intelligence bureau chief from 
Canada. Without going into his whole history, he shared how his crew did 
research on China.  His research was from the 1990s, and it was 57

horrifying.  He related how every single prime minister of his country for 58

the last thirty years had been infiltrated by China. He shared an old story of 
how infiltration and spying is done by China. He compared them to people 
collecting sand on a beach. Sand is the intelligence information enemies 
need. Let’s say one person is from Russia. They come with a shovel and pail 
and quickly collect a few shovel’s full of sand and run away. Then he 

 < https://shiftfrequency.com/soros-online-trump-supporters-will-be-entirely-silenced-54

by-2020/ >< https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/hey-google-facebook-twitter-trumps-got-a-
point-you-need-to-do-a-better-job-of-self-regulating >

 < https://www.foxnews.com/politics/democratic-socialist-writer-levels-with-voters-we-want-55

to-end-capitalism >< https://ap.gilderlehrman.org/history-by-era/essays/age-reagan >< https://
www.foxnews.com/opinion/marc-thiessen-putin-has-accomplished-the-near-impossible-hes-
turned-democrats-into-russia-hawks >

 < https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/8-things-you-may-not-know-about-lee-harvey-56

oswald/ > < https://www.archives.gov/research/jfk/warren-commission-report/chapter-7.html >

 < https://www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/michel-juneau-katsuya-inside-communist-57

chinas-network-of-dormant-spies-5509751 >

 <  https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/us-dragon-lord-probe-book-1.6783063  >58
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compared the Chinese. He said they send many people, tourists full of 
sweetness and beach towels and touristy type gear. They play on the beach, 
having fun all day like tourists do. They even make friends. Then they go 
home and shake out their beach towels full of sand. Collecting all of the sand, 
they send it to their spy leaders, along with any info they collected that day. 
Then they depart for other beaches. Now they have the best intelligence 
information possible, even better than one pail collected by one suspicious-
looking tourist— and nobody even noticed.    59

This research was thirty years old from Canada. They were always a 
freedom-loving people. So it was hard for me to understand how their laws 
became so dire and socialistic. Well, I wonder no longer. Their leaders 
became bought and paid for and nobody noticed. Thinking they were dealing 
with two parties, they never realized they were being sold out on both ends. I 
hesitate to bring up Trump’s name, but look at the injustice committed against 
him.  At the end of this article, I will link his accomplishments made over 60

four years in office. Peruse them. Understand that he blew up the special 
interests in Washington and the sycophants who supported them: meaning 
senators as well as representatives.  

Washington is a mess and we all know it. But when someone comes along to 
do just what the place needs, everyone has a hissy fit because it looks messy 
and their money-making pet projects will be exposed for what they are: 
inroads for freedom and liberty to be destroyed. Look, a kitchen or a barn is 
not clean every minute of every day. The reason for that is because if you 
have animals in the barn and cooks in the kitchen, it gets messy. If you do 
nothing concerning what a barn or a kitchen is designed for, both places 
remain perfect. Corruption pretends all is perfect because there is no mess. In 
reality, you are being lied to. Under the surface, money is changing hands, the 
poor are being used and foreign entities are feeding off of our American 
citizens. 

Nowhere was that more evident than when Biden allowed millions of 
undocumented aliens over our borders. The plan was to make new voters. If 
terrorists and secret armies from other countries showed up as well, they 

 https://optimumpublishinginternational.com/shop/3n38er5tumrb8f6o2nhdu7s2ytydum-48rhh59

  <  https://rumble.com/embed/v118ytz  >60
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could just cry OOPSY and shrug their shoulders as trains derailed with toxic 
cargo, food warehouses and cattle, enough to feed tens of thousands was 
destroyed. Didn’t hear about it? I doubt you would have if you weren’t 
paying attention.  What’s worse is all the evidence out there proving that the 61

illustrious politician, Joe Biden, received millions from multiple foreign 
countries, with China topping the list.  Didn’t hear anything about that? I’m 62

not surprised since the media is culpable in hiding the Biden Crime Family’s 
corruption.  63

Let’s take a look at the lead-up for the 2024 election. If you watch 
mainstream news and view nothing else, you would be told that the FBI is 
wonderful and the DOJ is doing its job. Let’s look at that narrative. A 
magazine, not well known for its conservative stance, wrote an exclusive 
describing how the FBI was targeting all republican conservatives.  You read 64

that correctly. They tried to make an issue that they were targeting Trump 
supporters alone, but the reality is that all republicans support freedom of 
speech, religion and all the workings that go along with it. Because of that, 
you can’t target one group without targeting all of the group. And the 
question becomes, what if all the legal shenanigans surrounding the 2020 
election can be proven?  In other words, has Mr. Trump been targeted 65

falsely? 

Innocent people go to jail— or worse— in socialist-communist led countries 
all the time. That’s because many officials in the legal system are corrupt. We 
have a very similar situation going on in our country. A two-tiered legal 

 <  https://www.mypatriotsupply.com/blogs/scout/is-rice-next-on-the-climate-naughty-list?  61

>< https://www.mypatriotsupply.com/blogs/scout/north-american-plant-and-factory-diasters-
in-2023  ><  https://www.forbes.com/sites/emilywashburn/2023/03/01/how-much-us-
farmland-does-china-really-own-more-than-bill-gates-and-less-than-17-other-countries  ><  
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news-/2023/feb/25/revealed-us-chemical-accidents-one-
every-two-days-average  >

 I could list many articles, but one should suffice:  https://nypost.com/2023/05/06/medias-62

blind-eye-to-joepin-shut-case-in-biden-corruption-allegations 

 <  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/10/26/american-oligarchy-meet-the-billionaire-63

mega-donors-behind-the-biden-presidency  ><  https://www.foxbusness.com/economy/
treasury-dropped-financial-bomb-bidenomics-means-worst-yet-come  >
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system is growing.  The FBI has been able and willing to go after everyday 66

citizens. It’s already been proven they will go after Catholics because of their 
stance on abortion. The reality is that stance is the same for all Bible-
believing Christians. That means they will go after any one of the faithful, if 
they can get away with it.  But let’s go back even further. In 2017, a Politico 67

reporter was lambasted and targeted himself by the Obama Administration. 
Do you want to know why? That reporter proved, with undeniable evidence 
that Mr. Obama let Hezbollah off the hook so they could continue their 
deadly efforts to rape, kill and destroy their number one enemy, Israel, and 
eventually their number two enemy, the United States.   Actually, it was so 68

Mr. Obama could get what he considered a feather in his cap with an Iranian 
nuclear deal. That deal handcuffed the United States and meant almost certain 
death for Israel. Mr. Trump threw it in the trash when he was elected. But 
then the 2020 elections took place. Mr. Biden revived all the failed policies of 
the Obama Administration, placing the US in servitude. At least that’s my 
opinion on the subject based on the footnotes as well as other research I did. 
This, by the way, piggybacks on the flood of dangerous military-aged men 
from China and the Middle East that have crossed into the US when Mr. 
Biden assumed his chair at the White House.  69

If you think that the faithful will be left alone by socialists and communists, 
then let them explain to you why they cheered in the streets when Jews were 

 <  https://politicrossing.com/our-thoroughly-corrupt-two-tier-system-of-justice  ><  https://66

thefederalist.com/2022/08/09/4-5-americans-see-two-tiered-justice-system-poll  ><  https://
tatumreport.com/two-tiered-justice-system-also-deployed-against-conservative-judges  >

 <  https://www.wric.com/news/virginia-news/fbi-richmond-used-undercover-agent-to-spy-67

on-catholics-according-to-house-of-representatives  ><  https://dailycaller.com/2023/04/10/
jim-jordan-fbi-director-christoper-wray-catholic-memo  >

 https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/josh-meyer-gets-an-echo-chamber-beat-68

down 

 I place this footnote here because the Lord has shown me almost the exact same thing he  69

showed this minister. Our team has been praying concerning these problems. We were not 
given exact numbers of cells. But we didn’t need them. We were made aware that these men 
all formed military-like groups. <  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=shared&v=J09-
fuyDdBoQ  ><  https://www.breitbart.com/economy/2023/10/06/watch-mayorkas-mislead-
americans-border-wall  ><  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/10/06/mexicos-president-
flexes-his-open-borders-power-biden  >
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butchered in 2023 and how they gave taxpayer funds for atheism grants.  70

Does that sound non-partisan and sympathetic to religion to you? Religion 
isn’t allowed a dime of taxpayer money, so why should a religion like 
atheism be given Federal grants? 

IN CONCLUSION 

The Body of Christ has been in this predicament before. After all, the early 
Jewish Temple system and later synagogue system was not happy with 
Christians at all. The New Testament tells us instances of the persecution the 
early church faced. Rome was, by far, a much greater threat to Christianity 
and Judaism than many others who came after. Of course, no one in modern 
memory can forget Nazi Germany as well as the massacre Jews experienced 
in 2023. It is difficult to see and know that our Christian ancestors built the 
very system we live in now before it was so corrupted. It is also difficult for 
me to understand how some Christians today simply don’t care. Frankly, 
unless we are winning souls for Jesus, we can become a dying breed. What 
time we have, outside of winning and teaching new disciples, we must teach 
our next generations the awesome truth of the founding of the nation as well 
as her system of laws.   
 
Even with the church realizing the danger she is in, it is going to take anyone 
with a non-socialist agenda years to turn America around. New socialists in 
states will delay them, or at least try to. Unless the voters get educated, the 
nation is lost, and the book the Lord had me publish in 2017 to warn 
Americans of these dangers, will surely come to pass.  It wasn’t meant to be 71

a prophecy. It was meant to be an educated warning. If you’re a leader in 
your church, please contact the ministry so we can get a free copy to you. 
You can teach it, helping the people around you become aware of the 
dangers, as well. At the very least, you can let them know that the takeover of 
the Democrat Party is complete. You can also let them know that Republicans 

 <  https://www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2023/10/09/photos-democratic-socialists-of-70

america-cheer-palestinian-terror-in-new-york  ><  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/
2022/08/03/gop-lawmakers-push-state-department-answers-taxpayer-funded-atheism-grant-
program  >

 “70 Years of American Captivity: The Polity of God, The Birth of a Nation and The Betrayal of 71

Government." 2016. Chris Meier. TellWell Publishers. Canada, on Amazon and by request at 
any book seller. You can also get a copy by contacting us on this website.
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are also in trouble; but that voting for them now is the only way we can hold 
the line and go forward in removing socialism from America.  
 
I can’t tell you who to vote for. I’ve spent many hours researching both 
Democrats, Republicans, Biden and Trump. As a former court stenographer, I 
can tell you who I think should be tried for treason. I started my teenage 
years as a democrat, until I saw their corruption full scale. I became an 
independent, but could find none where I lived who weren’t tax-and-spend 
politicians. I had to come to the realization that as a Christian I could no 
longer even contemplate voting for people who support persecution as well as 
killing children and the elderly (through their beliefs surrounding 
healthcare).  72

 
People pray that Jesus will come to our aid. Jesus is waiting on us to 
evangelize, teach and get involved in self-governance. Prayer works, but 
remember, people have been praying in Europe, Russia, China and various 
Arab nations for generations. The demonic stronghold controlling those 
nations makes it near to impossible for freedom to take place. Christians and 
Jews are the only two groups of people who will be targeted at first. Behind 
us will be any patriot from any group: atheist, agnostic, Buddhist, gay, Hindu, 
Hispanic, Muslim and from any other country, whether white, black, red or 
brown. It won’t matter. If they speak out supporting freedom and liberty 
while exposing corruption, they will be silenced, or worse. This already took 
place on social media during the pandemic of 2020-2022.  Is this the country 73

you want to live in? If not, now is the time to do something about it. Repent, 
when necessary: Pray without ceasing, Evangelize and Disciple. DO 
SOMETHING ELSE: Vote with the Bible, not against it. 

  

~*~*~*~*~ The End ~*~*~*~*~ 

 “Rethinking Life and Death: The Collapse of our Traditional Ethics.” 1994. Peter Singer. St. 72

Martin’s Press. New York, New York.

 <  https://www.newsweek.com/fbi-colluded-twitter-suppress-free-speech-where-outrage-73

opinion-1768801 >  The previous concerns Twitter. But the next was handed down by a judge 
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Just in case you never heard that Mr. Trump accomplished anything while in 
office for four years, here is his list of “final accomplishments” in office. There are 
603 in total from four years. I have also placed the Washington Examiner’s article 
with the footnote.  If any of the footnotes I have placed within the pages of this 74

article fail, search the topic as well as news organization. It should yield the link 
where they have moved it. All links worked at the time of printing.  

<  https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/trump-administration-accomplishments  > If this link 74

fails, for some reason, go to the newspaper’s link and article at <  https://
www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/final- l is t- t rump-ci tes-603-
accomplishments-tax-cuts-judges-border-wall  >
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